
Ones and Zeros
TL;DR: internet be cray.

When the annals of man are written and humankind 
has come to its final rest, an alien species will observe 

there were three key developments to our society: Fire, The 
Wheel, and a little thing called the Internet

Our ability to connect with total disregard to space is 
incredible. It defies thought. It is the new market-place, it is 
the town-square, it is the forum of public opinion. Without 
it, we are veiled; with it, we are empowered.

And yet there is a dark side to this technology. Deep under 
the belly of the beast lies a realm devoted to cat videos and 
children making funny noises at their parents. If you search 
hard enough you will find memes meming memes, meaning 
having lost all context as a great gyre appears, sucking sense 
and reason down into facile facetiousness.

And there’s the actual Dark Web where you can buy a gun 
loaded with meth to inject starving children into your penal 
gland, or whatever goes on down there. We don’t know, they 
only take BitCoin and we were never into Minecraft.

lol, pop culture, etc, etc.
There is beauty in the internet. It’s not exactly on facebook, 

and it’s rare to be seen on twitter. It’s nearly a mix of instagram 
and editorials about the state of man on glossy journals. 
Whatever it is, we’re all a part of it now. Even those who 
reject it become a feature of it. 

This is who we are,
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to a million wires 
under the sea

and a thousand satellites 
in the sky
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Like. Comment. Subscribe. 
Grace Austin 

Like if this meant something to you 
because it meant the world to me.

Comment if it was good, 
it was your first time and that should be special.

Subscribe if you can. 
If this actually means something to you, 
because it means the world to me.
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Account of an Account Recovery
Nora Farrell

If only you could sell your broken heart on eBay, 
To some stranger as a coat of armour 
For their OKCupid account. 

Bring the money to Amazon, 
buy a phone book from a country you’ve never been to, 
Call every number 
till you find someone who can flirt really well in a foreign lan-
guage. 

If only you could have google-mapped her mood swings
‘Left at cranky, right at irritable, forward at cold shoulder’ 
Till you’re back to tongue kissing and reading out loud 

If only your fights had sounded like toasting champagne 
And the bubbles spilled from the rims of your glasses not her eyes. 

If only every time you took her hand she remembered the 
swinging under the stars, 
Not the tangos in traffic. 

If only you hadn’t been the florescent lighting, 
To her unsettled fingertips.
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If only she hadn’t lost so many pieces of herself to you, 
Like baby teeth. Pieces she thought she needed. 
If only you could have read the creases in her forehead 
Or followed the maps painted on the backs of her hands, 
Because that’s how well she knew the world. 

Maybe her smiles wouldn’t have become so taught, 
Maybe the bags under her eyes wouldn’t have gotten so heavy, 
Maybe... she wouldn’t have closed them. 
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Love at First Like
Aisling O’Connor

Do you take me to be your lawfully wedded wife?
(Swipe left)
I instantly connected with you
Like my phone to the wifi at home
Or a hotspot, should I say.
I ignored the stranger danger
And assumed I knew you
After all, we were a perfect match
And so, for you my status changed
But yours remained the same,
We swore to one another
Till death do us part
While your lips said “I do”
Your Tinder said “I don’t”. 
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Cyber Queen
Fiona Grimes

My warmth that is 
You, has grown cold.

Ignored because of 
A screen I can’t
Break through.

Virtual you
Has become more you than the you who sits before me.

Your face has become
More pixels than pores.

Your words
Are not spoken but typed;
Slowly and full of
Beautiful language
But silent.

Wifi has become your oxygen
I can’t stand you taking one
More breath.

People exist behind
Your tiny screen,
Who live and move,
Not to type
But to interact
In real life
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And not in the
Interactive and virtual world.

Cut the internet
Re-connect with
Something other than wifi.

And learn to love
The surroundings and 
Real life emotions that you’ve cast aside.
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Letter to the Editor
Fiona Grimes

‘Distance between us keeps getting deeper, 
Even though I’ve tried’

Before you would have
Gotten that reference and laughed.
Now you’d stare blankly
Or not even notice.

Blank stares
Lead to longer silences.
Clicks are the only
Sounds heard,
Until you even
Flick that switch.

Living in the warped
World of your phone.
The screen the only
Thing that lights up your face nowadays.

Only time you pay attention
Is when mistakes
Or misunderstandings
Raise their heads.
Then I’m worth your time.

Trying gives me 
Headaches, as I become more involved
In your life than you.
Becoming your advocate 
Wasn’t the role
I ever intended.
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You’ve been told to ‘Look up’
And tears filled your
Eyes as it dawned on
You the addiction was real.
Yet;
That tiny screen is still your entire world.

Emotions have been
Lost and replaced
With emojis.

Look up.
Don’t watch a video about it.
Look up.
I’m speaking to you.
Look up.
I’m the one who’s actually beside you.
Look up.
Look up.
Look up.
The Real world isn’t boring or scary.

Do it for me.
Do it so you don’t actually have your phone surgically de-
tached.

Virtual world shouldn’t be where you live and die.

Come breathe air
And breathe deep.
Lose the obsession
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The 10 Commandments of Interwebbery
Stefan Barry

Welcome to the holy writ of the Web. 
Here are some simple rules on how to be a better person in 
cyberspace. 
(Especially when it comes to feckbook)

1: Thou shalt not use the web for trollery nor harassment.

2. Thou shalt not post false photos making false claims to the 
detriment of others UNLESS in pure jest and/or with kind 
permission.

3: Thou shalt not waste time playing stupid little games on-
line especially when it comes to feckbook and such like social 
networks.

4: Thou shall use the web for communication and 
information, events and sharing. Involving videos, pod-casts, 
entertainment and such things too. Terms and conditions 
apply.

5. Thou shalt not post horrendous images to make your 
fellow humans feel guilty for living in the Western World.

6. Thou shalt not use the interweb to advertise for products 
UNLESS these products are your own made by your hand. 

7. Thou shalt not covet thy friends’ computers by ‘borrowing’ 
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their laptops, chargers, smartphones or P.C.s indefinitely.
8. Thou shalt not abuse mice nor keyboards in frustration.

9. Thou shall worship the interweb once a week by having at 
least one day off-line. Or for those more holy, who only use 
the web once a week, may there be freebies. If you are not a 
web user, we should all worship you!

10. Thou shalt not post meals unless someone is closely 
monitoring your diet due to a medical condition or your 
meal has a hidden apolitical meaning.

***
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There is an ongoing battle between the interweb and the internet.
What’s the difference? You may ask.
The interweb is a free for all web of alliance
Sharing digital information in any form
No charges, no need for money.
Pirating music and film to the faithful.
The internet is businesses trawling the web for customers
Selling information instead of sharing it
Charging for each precious pixel.
Telling you to buy bigger, better, brighter
Selling downloadable software which is otherwise cracked and free
Sending you advertising custom made to you.

Everyone’s wall is a newspaper feed
If I want the news I’ll look myself.
Check out the broadcasts
Custom made for the masses.
Tell me how you feel, what’s new?
Is everything okay with you?

So isn’t it fab, grand and divine!
You can find out whatever you want – anytime!
Just switch on those wifi microwaves tonight
Don’t stay up too late, or you might get a fright.
If you think interwebbery is strange
You’re right, and it can make you quite deranged!
Some used to call it the super information highway
God! Does anyone remember that?
We know it now as the World Wide Web.
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Privacy Settings
Mel White

If justice is a balance I’m the child
who cannot reach the pivot but cries, ‘Miss, I didn’t do it.’
I’m the woman who would burn as a witch
but not confess a crime she did not commit;
the tortured man who’d suffer but not implicate another – 
who did not deserve his protection.

If I used this medium – writing poems and reading them – 
to channel this rage, allowed emotion soak this page, 
my words might assuage the frustration 
that turns my blood to lava, but I hold my tongue.
I will not descend to the lowest rung
on the ladder of decency, because I believe intimacy is sacred,
and my internal privacy is set to friends I can count on one hand,
and though we’ve crossed the fine line between love and hatred,
and you spill lies like red wine that leave a stain on my character,
red wine won’t discolour my veins.

If pens are mightier than swords, keyboards trump machine guns.
How many ears have you burned and minds turned 
against me? Virtual strangers befriend us.
We invented walls to defend us – keep enemies in or out –
but you’ve breached my wall to shout at me in capitals.
If a problem shared is halved, and halved again each time it’s aired
your woes must be sub-atomic: simple mathematics.
But though your amateur dramatics would fill a 
psychiatrist’s casebook,
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and you’re washing your dirty linen on facebook
words will not be my weapon.

If justice is a balance the scales are weighted in your favour,
and though the child in me is screaming, ‘it’s not fair!’
I will not share. Call me old fashioned 
but sharing once meant generosity,
not endorsing a product or exploiting the latest atrocity,
or promoting yourself while expressing your animosity
at my expense. I have no defence – 
though truth declares my innocence, 
dignity gags me: I can not show it, 
and if that makes me less of a poet 
then so be it. Because it’s none of your fucking business.
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Damp Tinder
Emer Hayes

I’m waiting for you, in that café we mutually decided on. 
You like coffee, I recall. So do I. It’s not very busy here, 

despite it being lunchtime. It’s beginning to rain. I follow 
the path of individual droplets on their journey down the 
window.

I don’t feel nervous, not really. My phone bings and your 
message lets me know you’re on your way with a smiley face 
emoticon. I briefly scroll through our past conversations and 
I can still feel the strong connection we seem to share. I swipe 
through your pictures again, admiring your clean shaven 
face, handsome smile and delicious arms. God, I hope you 
look like that. 

Panic is beginning to creep in through my heavily-laden 
pores. Do I look like the person in my profile pictures? I 
mean most, if not all, of them were captured after numerous 
preparation procedures for a night out with friends. I did 
take more time this morning getting ready than usual. I hope 
I don’t look overdone, we’re only going for coffee after all.

There’s a glass vase in the centre of the table. I notice the 
daffodils that droop over the side, a feeble attempt to spruce 
the place up for spring. I’m in the middle of counting the petals 
of the third flower when a girl with a black apron approaches 
me. She asks if I would like anything. She must have noticed 
I’ve been here for ages. I’m tempted to get something but 
would it be rude to have one without you? Would I seem 
greedy or something for having multiple coffees? ‘No thanks,’ 
I respond. ‘I’m waiting for someone.’ I can’t help but smile 
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while saying this.  She returns to the counter with a poker 
face. But what if you don’t come after all? The smile falls away 
as quickly as it appeared.

You could be any one of those people passing the window, 
not even bothering to glance in, to walk in and meet the 
person you’ve been talking to every day to for the last two 
weeks. I can feel the barista staring at me again. I know 
what she’s thinking, “Buy something or go. he’s not coming, 
sweetheart.” I get a cappuccino  and return to my seat. I 
delicately kiss the foam while it’s too hot to sip, and return 
the cup to its plate with a clink. More people have entered the 
café. I risk a quick glance up to see if you may be within the 
gaggle of patrons and take great care not to make eye contact 
with anyone: I don’t want to seem desperate or panicky. Their 
eyes flicker in my direction and I quickly drop mine to the 
table. It’s made of varnished wood.

Another bing from my phone lets me know you’re  almost 
here. I’ve nearly finished my coffee. There’s a dark residue 
running around the rim of the cup. I notice it has stopped 
raining, and out the window I can see a masculine figure 
walking down the street. He’s advancing in the direction of 
this café. He’s too far away to make out any definitive details 
but I immediately think it’s you.

More panic. Do I have time to rush to the bathroom, 
does it look weird that I’m here first, already waiting? What 
if I have something on my face, or in my teeth? I knew I 
shouldn’t have gotten that initial coffee after all. The man is 
only a metre or so away now. He’s a few steps away from the 
door. He reaches the entrance, and continues on his way.

How long has it been since that last message? A glance 
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at my phone lets me know it’s been seven minutes. Crap! I 
knew you wouldn’t show up. I start to gather my things to 
leave when my phone bings once more. Nearly there, your 
text says, this time with the emoticon that has the sticking 
out tongue. Calm down, I tell myself as I return to my seat. 
I’m now feeling too hot. I hope I’m not starting to sweat. The 
bell over the door jingles, alerting me to your arrival. 
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Comment Section PR 
Sean Bent

A bot dropped comments in comment sections. Saying 
‘Look at me, I read this blog’s lessons, now I’ve funds without 
recession.’ Suspicious spectators were, as most would be. 
They rained upon it with mockery—linking pics, memes of 
the season, poking jokes at feeble readers: ‘None have thread 
the spider’s web as adeptly as we here. This spam will offer 
hollow hopes, an hour for easy money. Promises snaring 
novices, obvious as trolling sprees. Let it lure them in, let 
them feel what it’s like be eaten.’

How easily the victim’s blamed, I thought as I watched 
them talk. As if they were gods of guile, never led on a walk 
by weaves of code or an email with a grand show. Here or far, 
someone’s charmed. Trojans rearrange the splinter graphics 
of manes, the gradients of their hooves, vectors of engravings 
on a face. And searching new places, one lays the trap. One 
seeking refuge is welcomed in and the sap is sucked.

But is this bot really just typing lies? Wouldn’t I spread 
the word if I could find a life solver? Perhaps this action is a 
vision of life in that line of work. It might be spamming other 
sections, receiving comments from other jesters.  Maybe 
there’s honest, risk-free money in it somewhere. How quick 
we are assume the worst. What if—hmmm, you know what? 
I better stop. I think it’s working.
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The Right Swipe
Sean Bent

It began with a swipe of fingers, we matched on a dating app,
Tinder, and I didn’t want anything bigger than a pleasant chat, 
Sure, if there was that chemistry, then maybe a kiss or a dance,
Or just a good night’s ‘I might see you again some time over pints.’
Casual, anything else was like to lead to casualties.
Like the over thinker grasping on pictures from a profile’s gallery,
Fitting preferred stories in the dark between the flashes,
Or the visionary romantic with a fantasy, turned fanatic,
Ready to cast chat ques or cute selfie eyes 
Into a character’s role to unfold in vicarious story.  
No, I had been down those holes; no more!
Though… trying and replying resulted in sweet moments,
Lessons on life and the need to love one’s self. 
Srsly tho, after this date I’m done, or taking a break, 
To find a way to throw away imaginative fixation.

Okay—several weeks later I got bored and went back on.
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Yesterday’s Future
Hugh O’Brien

Dial tone. Six DTMF pulses. Local number. Pause. Cooing. 
Cooing still. Four stifled bird cries; rapid descent, repeated. 
Groan, Groan, reprieve: NOISE NOISE squeal NOISE. 
Silence. Silence. Connected.

Concerto in the key of tomorrow. Connections, Programs, 
Knowledge, People but not people, others, like me, connected. 
Here apart, here within, breathing through our fingers, 
continents an abstraction. Distance lost; Paradise found.

Communities for all. When multiplied by millions, no subject 
is mundane. This, surely, this, is the best of us. Togetherness 
beyond. Identity is fluid, your choice. A society of value, of 
merit, text does not pose. Appearances were not maintained. 
Self flows. Honesty, safety, camaraderie.

The future is bright. Open. Inclusive. True.

The future failed.
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Virtual @ttraction
Orla O’Hanlon

Wake up some days, With not much to do,
thinking on you, I need to turn this off
switch on the desk-top, I try and shake it off:
day-dreaming bout you, What can I do?

Click to your page, What you @ today?
Too shy to try and say: ‘Want to come and play?’
Mouse flirts with cursor, over that ‘message here’,
fingers tap the keyboard, type a few words,
and backspace backspace back

See you’re ‘typing now’,
as I count the times on one hand you talked first.
I wait, I see, look down read Q,W,E,R,T 
trying to act busy, till..

You make an interaction, &
it’s a link, My heart sinks.

When do I see you? 
Why do I browse the same blurry few pixels 
arranged into your face?
I’ve viewed them times too many,
when do I see you ?

I check your profile, 
on or offline,
God damn you’re so fine.
This is not real
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Pixelated Love Letters
Lauren Griffin

We fell in love over coffee cups and computer screens,
3D hearts shrunken down and sent across the open web.
Our words traversed galaxies of selfies and stars until finally   
we connected.

Blurred out smiles laughed at likes and at life,
Screenshotting frozen faces hoping just to 
 freeze the moment.
We were young and in love and online and your eyes 
 were my addiction.

We fell too hard and too fast into our abyss,
and as the screen shattered so did our illusion when 
 real life came creeping in.
The image of our perfection became our reason 
 for destruction and we cracked.

We screamed over coffee cups and computer screens,
Voices broken down and sent blaring across the open web.
Our connection was lost, our profiles had changed 
 and our love had gone offline.
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I’d Rather Be Outside
Paul Them

but I’m scrolling through pages
and pages of my friends’ tripe

a shopped photo of a repulsive homemade omelet
a muddled political rant
an update about a vacation I don’t care about 

from a couple I forget having met
and then, like a shark too smart to fall for the bait
but longing to be caught,
I’m clicking links of vapid headlines not worth recounting,
desperate to experience anything besides 
swimming another lap in the same lonely circle
when I inevitably find myself coming back to photos of us

here, with your windblown hair whipping my face
here, with your younger face nuzzled against mine—

I can still feel your touch when I see you here, 
flying towards me at the speed of light
though we will never see each other in a thousand years.

I’d rather be outside
sitting with you on the ledge of that castle

wherever that was
than stumbling through the graveyard of our lives

wherever this is.
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Opportunities

Stanzas
The next Stanzas Chapbook is themed on The Occult. Please 
send your spooky poems, stories and artwork to 
stanzas.limerick@gmail.com

Deadline: October 16

Limerick Writers Centre
The Limerick Writers’ Centre are creating an anthology of 
LGBT writing and are seeking submissions. Send work to 
limerickwriterscentre@gmail.com

Deadline: September 31.

Tor
Tor.com welcomes original speculative fiction short stories 
and poetry. They encourage submissions by writers from 
underrepresented populations.

They pay 25 cents a word for the first 5,000 words, 15 cents 
a word for the next 5,000, and 10 cents a word after that.

submissions.tor.com/tororiginals

Trial By Tenor

Seeking Poetry on a continual basis Contact: 
facebook.com/trialbytenor
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All copyright belongs to Stanzas and may not 
be reproduced without the permissions of 

Stanzas and the Author/Illustrator.

Stanzas retains the rights to reuse and 
reprint the contents for one year, and to 
put any contents forward for the Stanzas 

Anthology in July, 2016. 

The Stanzas image and logo is the possession 
of Stanzas and may not be reproduced without 

the express permission of Stanzas.

Cover Image: Ben Kingston
Logo design: Rosanne Hayes, based on an 

original design by Courtney McKeon.

Cover Design and Typesetting by Shane Vaughan
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Caleb Brennan.

Proofreading and Editing by 
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